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Eyes and ears
Two explosions last week demonstrated the 
importance of global monitoring.

On 15 February, the town of Chelyabinsk in the Russian Ural 
Mountains had an unexpected visitor. A meteor streaked high 
above the city, briefly blinded commuters and then shattered 

thousands of windows with a series of ear-splitting explosions. The 
event was recorded on mobile phones and car-dashboard cameras 
across the region, and YouTube soon filled with Hollywood-style  
disaster videos of the fireball, replete with some very colourful  
Russian commentary.

Local residents were not the only ones to record the blast. More 
than a dozen monitoring stations around the globe captured the ultra-
low-frequency infrasound signal of the meteorite as it broke up in the 
atmosphere. The stations are part of a much larger network of sensors 

Vital statistics
That robust data are not collected on births, deaths and causes of death is a scandal. A new drive 
and greater investment are needed to grow the field of health metrics.

observers say that there have been few accomplishments to show for 
the money, and the WHO dissolved the network last November.

That makes the goal to boost civil registration systems more neces-
sary than ever. The new reality is that most of the expertise in health 
estimates is no longer within the UN; it is in academia. Nature has 
learnt that at the same time as the WHO meeting in Geneva, other 
leading scientists in the field were meeting with philanthropists in 
New York on how to replace the HMN with a new organization — one 

that would not be hosted within the WHO.
A fundamental problem is that the size 

of the field is incommensurate with the 
immense task at hand, and that is further 
complicated by intense competition for 
limited funds. The community must work 
to better present its very justified case for 

greater political attention and funding — and for a much needed injec-
tion of fresh blood and expertise, especially with a national focus.

Given the information technology of the twenty-first century, it is 
simply unacceptable that the relatively cheap and simple registration 
systems needed to gather data on births and causes of death on a con-
tinuous basis are absent across much of the planet. The development 
of such systems is largely the responsibility of individual nations, but 
greater political attention is needed at both the national and interna-
tional levels to make it happen. A good place to start would be placing 
the seemingly mundane, yet crucial, issue of civil registration systems 
higher on the agenda of organizations such as the G20. ■

Many readers of Nature will take it for granted that they have a 
birth certificate, and that when they die, their death, and its 
cause, will be officially recorded, as will their health problems 

in the intervening years. When aggregated, such data allow researchers 
to estimate disease burdens and risks to help shape public-health poli-
cies and investment in everything from high blood pressure to infec-
tious diseases — and to monitor the impact of disease control efforts.

Yet more than 100 countries, and not just the poorest, lack even 
basic birth and death registration systems. Furthermore, only 
34 nations — covering just 15% of the global population — generate 
decent cause-of-death data, and even some of those data are unreli-
able because doctors have not correctly assigned the cause of death.

There is a shocking lack of national and international political will 
to invest in the basic statistical systems needed to track this most 
fundamental information. Bodies such as the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) continue to push out charts of global trends. These 
are handy for advocacy purposes, but the underlying data are often 
scarce and poor.

Initiatives such as the Global Burden of Disease study — published 
in The Lancet last December by an international consortium led by 
the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation in Seattle, Washing-
ton — have helped. They have sucked up what data are available from 
demographic health surveys, papers and other sources, and brought 
unparalleled scientific expertise and advanced modelling to bear on 
extracting meaning from the sparse and heterogeneous data — and 
filled in gaps where no data exist at all (see Nature 492, 311–312; 
2012). But even the researchers involved are the first to admit that 
this situation is far from ideal, and that what is really needed is more 
and better raw data.

The issue of how to improve global health estimates was the sub-
ject of a two-day meeting convened in Geneva, Switzerland, last week 
by the WHO. Many people thought the meeting was constructive, 
although the consensus recommendations that emerged — for the 
WHO and academics to collaborate more closely; increased invest-
ment in registration systems and training; and better sharing of data 
and methods — will need to be accompanied by consolidated political 
commitment to gathering health metrics.

Although their intergovernmental nature and direct contact with 
ministries mean that the WHO and other United Nations (UN) agen-
cies are essential players in getting better registration systems, they 
can also be part of the problem. Numerous agencies are involved in 
health metrics, but they are largely uncoordinated, overly bureaucratic 
and politicized and too oriented towards defending their turf. No one 
agency is responsible for promoting civil birth and death registration.

The latest disappointment is the Health Metrics Network (HMN), 
a WHO-hosted partnership of international organizations created 
in 2005 to boost civil registration health data with US$50 million 
from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Despite a promising start, 

“The size of 
the field is 
incommensurate 
with the immense 
task at hand.”
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Net gains
Estimating the scale of the problem may allow 
us to arrest dangerous levels of overfishing.

The sea is a big place. Most fish are small. So it stands to reason that 
it is difficult to work out with any degree of accuracy just how 
many fish live in the sea. One way is to measure how many fish 

we pull out of it. But is that the best way? Or even an accurate way? In 
two Comment pieces this week, starting on page 303, fisheries scientists 
debate the issue. It is a crucial one. Worldwide, more than US$200 bil-
lion of fish were caught or farmed in 2010. How long can that continue?

In one piece, Daniel Pauly argues that ‘catch data’ of the number 
of fish caught are a vital tool for assessing the health of fish stocks. In 
their counterpoint piece, Ray Hilborn and Trevor Branch warn that 
over-reliance on this measure misses important subtleties and can 
misleadingly distil the health of entire ecosystems down to a landed 
tonnage. This is far from an academic debate. If scientists cannot esti-
mate fish numbers, and so the health of stocks, there is little hope that 
this resource can be exploited in a sustainable fashion.

Disagreements such as this can be problematic for policy-makers. 
They want a simple answer to the question of how much fish should be 
caught. But it is crucial that they happen, and happen openly. Fisher-
ies science, and marine science generally, may never have been more 
important.

It is unquestionable that some fisheries have been horribly misman-
aged, and some species driven to dangerously low levels. But equally, 
there are positive signs of change. There are examples of well-managed 
fisheries, and, more importantly, there now seems to be a political will 
to listen to scientists. In the past, quotas for fishing were frequently set 
much higher than recommended. Europe’s rightly derided Common 

Fisheries Policy (CFP) is a leading example of this. Tuna populations 
also show the dangers of repeatedly ignoring scientific advice.

Last year, the International Commission for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Tunas surprised some by sticking to scientific advice on how 
many of the valuable fish should be caught, despite suggestions that 
numbers are increasing. And European politicians are pushing for a 
reform of the CFP that may finally put science in the driving seat in set-
ting catch limits. Schemes to tell consumers which fish they can eat with 
a clear conscience have never been more popular, and are also attracting 
increasing, healthy scrutiny (including in these pages; see J. Jacquet et al. 
Nature 467, 28–29; 2010, and related Correspondence).

Marine conservation more broadly is also gathering pace. Huge 
marine reserves are being created around the world, although these are 
not without teething problems and whether they will ultimately boost 
fisheries is hotly debated. Billionaires vie to explore the depths, bringing 
with them slick technology, show-business élan and even more public 
attention. Last week saw the launch of the Global Ocean Commission, 
with senior political figures aiming to produce recommendations on 
how to preserve the ecosystems of the high seas outside national juris-
dictions, to feed into United Nations discussions set for 2014.

One message from the Comment pieces this week is just how little 
reliable information we have about fisheries. Pauly admits that catch 
data are massively under-reported in many countries, and Hilborn 
and Branch cite the value of more-detailed scientific assessments of 
stock while acknowledging that these exist for only 40% of the total 
catch in the global database of the Food and Agriculture Organiza-
tion of the UN.

Fisheries scientists unwilling to face this reality can take heart. We 
don’t have the basic information to judge the health of many human 

stocks either (see page 281). Those who have 
the more difficult job of sifting the oceans must 
be brave enough to outline the uncertainties — 
such as those over catch data — even as they 
fight to reduce them. ■

that has been built to detect illicit nuclear testing: the system, it is 
hoped, will eventually underpin the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban 
Treaty (CTBT), a pact to halt work on nuclear weapons worldwide. 
Using data from this monitoring system, scientists in Canada and the 
United States were quickly able to establish that the rock that broke 
up over Russia was the largest to strike Earth in more than a century. 
They found that it exploded with the strength of a good-sized ther-
monuclear warhead, although, luckily, at an altitude high enough for 
the atmosphere to absorb most of the shock wave.

To understand the value of this monitoring network, imagine that 
the celestial visitor had arrived 30 years earlier — no time at all in the 
life of the Solar System. If there had been a sudden explosion over 
Chelyabinsk towards the end of the cold war, without an Internet 
or free press to circulate images, a very different picture could have 
emerged. The city is fewer than 100 kilometres from some of Russia’s 
largest nuclear-weapon production and storage facilities: a surprise 
airburst would almost certainly have put the country’s nuclear arsenal 
on hair-trigger alert. Shortly after the strike last week, right-wing law-
maker Vladimir Zhirinovsky asserted: “Those aren’t meteors falling, 
it’s the Americans testing new weapons.” His comments were greeted 
with bemusement by the Russian press; in another time, they might 
have triggered nuclear war.

Just a few days before the spectacular events over Russia, the CTBT 
network picked up a less visible but politically more significant 
incident. On 12 February, North Korea conducted its third nuclear-
weapon test deep underground. On this occasion, the CTBT network’s 
seismic sensors detected the blast, and located it to within a few kilo-
metres of North Korea’s previous nuclear tests. Independent analysis 
of the network’s data showed the yield of the weapon to be several 
kilotonnes, much smaller than the explosion of the Russian meteor.

Unlike with the Russian event, there were few other ways to verify the 
North Korean explosion. The North Korean Central News Agency put 
out a statement announcing the test, but is not particularly reliable. US, 
Japanese and South Korean sensors all picked up the shock from the 
blast, but because they belong to sovereign nations, there was no guar-
antee that the data would be shared in a timely fashion — or believed 

by adversaries.
The raison d’être of the CTBT network is 

to catch tests such as the one conducted by 
North Korea. Its ability to do so shows that an 
international ban on nuclear testing could be 
enforced, if a further eight nations, including 
China, the United States, India and Pakistan, 
were willing to ratify it. The CTBT has been 
open for ratification since 1996, but unfortu-
nately, in recent years, little progress has been 

made towards its entry into force.
The meteor strike also shows that the constructed network has great 

value in its own right. It has done much non-nuclear-test work since it 
became active: tracking earthquakes, tsunamis and nuclear accidents.

Building and running this global sensor network isn’t cheap. The 
CTBT organization in Vienna estimates that around US$100 million a 
year goes on its 321 monitoring stations and 16 laboratories worldwide, 
along with a data centre and other support for the treaty. Those funds 
are contributed by the  treaty organization’s 183 member states, which 
are guaranteed timely access to the data collected by the network. 

Many hundreds of scientists have begun using the CTBT data in 
the past few years, and many hundreds more are likely to sign up. As 
the events of the past week show, even without a test-ban treaty, the 
network makes the world a safer and more interesting place to live. ■

“A ban on 
nuclear testing 
could be 
enforced, if a 
further eight 
nations are 
willing to  
ratify it.”
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